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Introduction
Welcome to your Illustration 1: Illustration Sketchbooks course unit. The course has been
developed collaboratively between four authors to help provide a breadth of approaches
to using sketchbooks. Each author has written one or more part of the course. We hope this
will give you lots of different viewpoints to take inspiration from. Sketchbooks can be a very
personal experience, so we felt it was important to know a little bit about each of the authors,
their relationship to sketchbooks, and the contexts in which they use them.
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Part 1 Dr Emma Powell
I am a lecturer and practitioner who runs We Love Your Books and curates a yearly exhibition
open to national and international experimental book artists and students. I have been
teaching graphic design and illustration students for 30 years. For all of these years I have
maintained my visual practice and use of sketchbooks – they are central to the development of
my work.
My sketchbooks are usually handmade structures but they also include piles of papers bulldog
clipped together, spiral bound sketchbooks, scrap books and graph paper exercise books. I am
not brand loyal – anything goes if it grabs my attention and I like the paper or the binding.
There are ten of my most recent sketchbooks behind me, on my bookshelves, as I type and my
current one is within reach. I start to feel anxious once my sketchbook is coming to an end and I
need to get making my next one in good time.
www.oca.ac.uk/profile/emma-powell/

Image credit: OCA tutor Emma Powell, Sketchbook page, layout for screenprint
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Image credit: OCA tutor, India Ritchie, Sketchbook page

Part 2 India Ritchie
Sketchbooks perform various functions for me as an artist, from a test bed for compositions
which may or may not become more formal work later on, to testing how materials behave,
to academic note-taking. But mostly they serve as a record of my thought process, and they
are records which I revisit and add to or subtract from again and again. As artworks they
never seem to be finished, and I think that’s part of the draw of working with them. As I work
predominantly with printmaking, an area of art practice which is very heavily reliant on
planning and structure, using a sketchbook is a rare opportunity to ad-lib, experiment and
change my mind part way through a process. I then try to channel as much of this spontaneity
back into the prints I make.
Conceptually I am preoccupied with the traces we leave, be that physical or metaphorical, so
accidental or unintended marks have been a focus of my work for the last ten years. I believe
that these unintended marks hold more importance than we give them, both as individuals in
the effect we have on the world around us, but also as artists in the channeling of our creative
selves and the recognition of our innate abilities.
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Parts 3 and 5 and unit editor Prof. Jo Davies
As an illustrator, and someone with the drawing itch, sketchbooks have been a part of my life
for decades. They give me a chance to respond to the world I experience and I also use them to
collect ideas, do visual research and to develop imagery for illustration commissions.
What I’ve learned from interviewing practitioners, as part of the research for the books that I
have written about illustration, is that there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach to sketchbooks. My
favourite books are those which I take around the world with me. Many others on my shelves
have content more specifically linked to work I’ve done as a professional illustrator. Some are
half full with visual research, and drawings, notes and visuals that now document the thinking
and development of images for very specific purposes such as children’s books, publishing,
design projects and greetings cards. Some of this work has had an authorial dimension to it
which means that they have been self-negotiated projects that have led to the development
of more commercially directed artwork. Hopefully, like me, you will feel the everyday world is a
more exciting place because you see it more astutely.

Image credit: OCA tutor, Jo Davis, Holiday Bear
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Image credit: OCA tutor, Beth Dawson, Sketchbook pages, Salts Mill

Part 4 Beth Dawson
When I first began to consider this chapter for the illustration sketchbooks unit, I started by
collecting together every sketchbook of my own. I found a handful of these easily in my ‘go to’
places as well as on the bookshelf and then over time, more began to emerge in less obvious
places… From under the bed, in the door of the car, to the bottom of an abandoned summer
bag. These other sketchbooks were left in or attached to where and when I used them last; to
write down waking thoughts, to take on a trip away or to draw in a place and time I wanted
to make a connection to. It struck me, that where these sketchbooks were left was the start of
the visual story they told about where they had been or the journey they had been part of; like
confetti left over from an event marking something that’s passed and the stimulus in life that
was pertinent enough to want to record and remember. When thinking about recording the
ephemera of the ‘everyday’ in this way then, I think what the sketchbook offers us is a way to
engage with, store and observe the world around us with a mindset to establish meaning and
gain a focus on the themes, interests and values that are of significance to us.
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Course aims and outcomes
The Illustration Sketchbooks unit provides a practical exploration of drawing through the
development of a range of creative approaches. Recognising the central role of drawing within
illustration, the unit encourages you to develop a sense of your own personal voice through
experimentation with drawing, mark making and materials. A series of sustained drawingbased projects aims to support the development of your sketchbook as an ongoing process
and resource that can feed into your development as a creative practitioner.
The unit will introduce a range of approaches to drawing and documenting from life by
undertaking observational, narrative and reportage drawing projects based on the idea of the
‘everyday’. Supporting these projects will be an examination of drawing as a way of capturing
the seen world through reportage and figure drawing.
Using a series of motifs as a starting point, you will creatively explore the potential of a range of
materials, processes and mark-making tools within your sketchbook. These motifs will provide
a structure to examine the basic visual building blocks of image-making, through colour, tone,
line and shape as well as encouraging experimentation with mixed-media.
The potential of your sketchbook to act as seedbed for new ideas will be explored through
projects that encourage a process-led approach. These projects will explore drawing through
repetition and variation, narrative structures, and other prompts that will encourage visual
experimentation and the development of new approaches to image-making. Your learning log
will provide a space to reflect on the results, make connections to the work of other artists and
designers, and to help identify your own personal voice.
The course aims to:
• explore creative approaches to drawing, mark-making and visual language as an illustrator
• use observational drawing as visual research and idea development
• experiment with a range of materials, processes and mark-making tools in developing your
ideas
• understand the historical and contemporary context of illustration and reflect on your own
practice
By the end of the course you’ll be able to:
• develop methods to creatively explore and respond to briefs as an illustrator
• demonstrate your use of visual research in the generation of ideas for illustration
• use a range of visual approaches to develop and communicate our ideas
• demonstrate a critical and contextual understanding of illustration and reflect on your own
learning
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Supporting documents
Your current OCA Student Handbook should be able to answer most questions about the basics
of being an OCA student, your course and studying with OCA. Make sure you take some time
to read this handbook before you start. Later on, familiarise yourself with the current Graphic
Design / Visual Communication Assessment Guidelines, which provides an overview of how
to make the most of the formal assessment process. Both the Assessment Guidelines and your
Student Handbook are available within the resources section of the OCA Student Site:
www.oca-student.com,
There is also a series of Getting Started study guides on the Student Site you may find useful,
that includes:
• Studying at HE
• Introducing learning logs
• Keeping an online learning log
• Keeping sketchbooks
• Study skills
• Academic referencing
• Basic colour theory
• A guide to Google Hangouts
• Time management and organisation
• Managing Dyslexia

Working with your tutor
The role of your tutor is to support your learning by providing timely written or video feedback
which is well-grounded, constructive and challenging. In order to do this, you will need to
share your learning log/blog and project work with your tutor at each assignment point. The
feedback given by your tutor at this stage is formative, so you can use it to make improvements
in the following parts of the course, or before you submit your work for formal (summative)
assessment.
A short video is available outlining the role of the tutor. Access it here:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/getting-started-study-guide-video-resources/role-tutor
Given the importance of the relationship between you and your tutor, it is recommended
that you put a voice to a name by having a short introductory conversation. This can take
place over the phone or face-to-face through Skype or Google Hangout video. The purpose
of the conversation is to say hello at the beginning of the course, share something about your
motivations for learning about graphic design, and to ask any initial questions about your
study. Contact your tutor to arrange a suitable time to do this.
To support this conversation, share with your tutor a short introductory paragraph about
what you hope to get out of the course, and any previous experiences you are bringing to it.
This might include sharing examples of work you have produced previously. Email or post
this profile to your tutor as soon as possible. This will help your tutor understand how best to
support you during the course. You can find out more about your tutor and their own creative
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practice via the OCA website: https://www.oca.ac.uk/our-tutors/
There are five parts to this course, each containing a number of projects, exercises, research
tasks and a concluding assignment. Work your way through one part of the course at a time.
Creatively responding to each of these prompts by documenting your initial ideas, research,
finished outcomes, and reflections as you go. Once you have finished an assignment, pass your
work onto your tutor to look at. You may find the study guide ‘Sending assignments to your
tutor’ useful : https://www.oca-student.com/resource-type/sending-assignments-your-tutor
For each submission, your tutor will want to see evidence of your creative process. In other
words, how you got from any initial starting points to your final pieces, including any
digressions, dead ends, additional ideas and research, and with an overarching sense of your
decision-making process and your reflections on the outcomes. Your tutor will provide written
or video feedback, depending on what you would rather, that suggests how to develop and
improve your overall approach across all of your work. It’s useful to write a short reflection on
this feedback to give your tutor a sense of what you are taking from their comments. Your tutor
will also provide feedback on your potential to succeed at assessment, highlighting certain
areas you may need to focus on. Act on this feedback to improve your work prior to formal
assessment.
Your core entitlement to tutor support is to receive individual feedback for each of the
assignments set for the course. There’s often correspondence between you and your tutor
outside of this, for example, keeping your tutor informed about your deadlines, but avoid
becoming too dependent on support between assignments. Arrange with your tutor how
you’ll deal with any queries that arise between assignments. If you do get stuck along the way,
remember that your Course Support Advisors and OCA Learner Support are also available to
help. Your fellow OCA students are also a great support network you can tap into via the forums
and social media. Just get in touch.
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Undertaking your studies
If this is your first OCA course you might have lots of questions about how this mode of study
works, how much work you are expected to do, how best to document your work, and how to
organise your study with the rest of your life. Talking with other students via the OCA forums,
looking through your supporting documents and getting feedback from your tutor will provide
some of the answers.
This Level 1 (or HE Level 4 as it is often referred to in higher education) course unit represents
400 hours of learning time. Of these 400 hours, 50 are scheduled for reading the course
material and reviewing formative feedback, and 350 are for independent study to undertake
the exercises and assignments, preparing for summative assessment, engaging with peers via
the forums, documenting your learning journey through your log, and any other independent
study you might undertake. You may want to allocate these hours across the five parts of the
course, so you are spending 80 hours on each. The time you spend on each exercise will depend
on how quickly you work, the time available to you, how easy or hard you find each exercise
and how quickly you want to complete the course. Don’t worry if you take more or less time
than suggested provided that you’re not getting too bogged down in a particular part of the
course and that your tutor is happy with the work that you’re producing. If it helps, draft a
rough study plan and revisit this at the end of each part.
By the end of the course, your tutor and assessors are expecting to see a portfolio of work
including practical assignments, supporting studies, sketchbooks and other appropriate
material, including your learning Log(s) or Blog.

Your learning log
Your learning log can take the form of a digital blog, a typed document (PDF) or handwritten
notebooks or sketchbooks. Use it to document and reflect on your whole creative process. You
could produce one single document for your learning log which encompasses the whole course
or produce five, smaller documents or online sections for each part of the course. Physical
notebooks are an excellent way of recording your visual thinking and maintaining a personal
reflective journal, while blogs make it easy to combine images, videos and text, and make it
easier to send your work to your tutor. You may want to combine the best of both approaches
by using notebooks to record and reflect on your day-to-day progress and your blog as a way
of summarising your overall learning. Both can be submitted for summative assessment at the
end of the course unit. Use your learning log to reflect on your tutor reports, identifying what
comments are important to you, and what you will be taking into the next part of the course
unit.
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Your project work
This includes all the work you have produced for your assignments, exercises and research
tasks. It may be integrated into your learning log (physically or digitally depending on your
chosen log) or submitted physically within work folders or sketchbooks. Alternatively you may
want to summarise your learning by producing documents that narrate this project work, for
example as a series of PDF documents that present your key learning throughout the course.

Sketchbooks and other items
Book designers use sketchbooks, notebooks and prototypes as much as any other creative
practitioner, to help develop and visualise ideas. Use your sketchbooks as a space to develop
and test your visual approach, extending your project work and developing your own
independent ideas. If you intend to work digitally through the course, make sure you document
the content of these on your blog or through a PDF document by scanning or photographing
your pages. It is recommended that you present your actual sketchbooks for summative
assessment.

Your portfolio
At the end of the course unit, identify the work you have produced that you feel is your
strongest ten pieces of work and present them through a physical or PDF portfolio.
To help find suitable ways of documenting and reflecting on your work look at the Getting
Started guides on Learning Logs and Sketchbooks, as well as reading about other students’
work on WeAreOCA. Part One of the course unit has been designed with new students in mind,
so find out what works best for you and use your tutor’s feedback to help you.

Formal or summative assessment
You may want to get credit for your hard work and achievements by formally submitting your
work for assessment at the end of the course. Assessment events take place three times a year
at OCA head office, where a range of assessors gather to look at work submitted for formal
assessment. The team of assessors are made up of tutors, unit and programme leaders.
Your assessment submission should contain:
• A selection of your ten best pieces taken from any aspect of your project work
• All of your project work including assignments, exercises and research tasks
• Your learning log that documents and reflects on your research and work
• Any additional sketchbooks or supporting material
• All your tutor reports uploaded to your GDrive folder
• An overall Evaluation
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Assessment criteria
The criteria for this course are based around assessing your creativity, research and idea
development, visual and technical skills and ability to contextualize your work. The emphasis of
how these categories are graded changes as you move through the levels of the degree.
HE Level 4 is about laying the foundations. The emphasis is on the acquisition of skills and
good working habits, such as the keeping of sketchbooks and learning logs. You should inform
yourself about others’ work by reading and viewing exhibitions, etc. At this level, you are not
expected to have developed a great deal of autonomy or have found a strong personal, (visual)
language -- if you have already done so, this is a bonus. Feedback at Level 4 should focus on
your success in acquiring the necessary skills and working habits, at the same time encouraging
you to push your limits.

Your Assessment criteria
Creativity

Employ creativity in the process of observation, interpretation,
problem analysis, proposing, visualising and/or making; articulating
independent judgements and a personal creative voice.

Research and idea
development

Source, analyse and assimilate research material and develop, test,
and evaluate ideas in order to generate ideas and solutions.

Visual and
Technical Skills

Use visual skills in visualising, making and presenting, and materials,
techniques and technologies to communicate ideas and information.

Context

Exercise awareness of appropriate historical, critical, professional and/
or emerging contexts, debates; be informed by underlying concepts,
principles and working practices; and use critical and reflective skills
to support a self-directed and sustained personal and/or professional
position.

A full description of the assessment criteria can be found in the resource section of the student
website.
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Testing yourself
Whether you are undertaking the Illustration Sketchbook course for formal assessment or
personal development, it’s useful to take note of the assessment criteria and test yourself
against this before submitting assignments to your tutor, especially at part 2 and part 4 where
your tutor will provide feedback about this. It is good to regularly review your work and ask
whether you think it meets the expectations of the course and where it could be improved
as well as how well you might do at assessment. To help you do this, look at the Assessment
Criteria Grid for HE Level 4 in your Assessment Guidelines. This grid helps to frame the criteria
within the grading bands and provide descriptions of what your assessors are expecting to see.
Try and identify where your work currently sits within this grid. Share your findings with your
tutor.

Resources
Alongside these course unit learning materials are a number of resources that will help you
support your studies. These include access to online libraries and downloadable articles;
overviews of what software you might need, study guides around technical aspects of the
subject, and signposts to how you might go about learning new software skills; and of course,
the equally important, but often overlooked, social resources of your fellow students. Allocate
some of your 400 learning hours for learning software, reading texts, and engaging with your
peers.

Reading and resources
You’ll find a reccomended reading list at the end of this course guide and a
regularly updated version on the OCA website.
The following texts are useful in supporting your studies. Some of them are available as
downloads via oca-student.com.

Essential texts
BRERETON, R. Richard (2012) Sketchbooks: The Hidden Art of Designers, Illustrators & Creatives,
London: Laurence King Publishing
HOBBS, J. (2014) Sketch Your World: Drawing techniques for great results on the go. Hove:
RotoVision

Essential texts (available as an OCA resource)
LUPTON, E & COLE PHILLIPS, J. (2008) Graphic Design: The New Basics. Princeton: Architectural
Press, LLC, Point Line Plane chapter p.12-27: the_new_basics.pdf
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Referencing your reading
Whenever you read something that you might want to refer to in your projects and
assignments, get into the habit of taking down the full reference to the book, article or website
straight away. You must fully reference any other work that you draw on if you plan to go for
formal assessment. To do this you should use the Harvard system of referencing – there is a
guide to referencing using the UCA’s Harvard system on the OCA website:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/academic-referencing
Getting down the full reference at the time will save you the frustration of having to hunt for
the details of a half remembered reference long after the event – and will ensure that you don’t
inadvertently plagiarise someone else’s work.

Library resources
You can access a range of online educational resources, electronic books and journal
articles through UCA’s online library and anywhere that OpenAthens access is available
online. Resources include TV and Documentary archive Box of Broadcasts as well as Art and
Architecture Source and JSTOR. You should visit UCA’s library to view their full online resources
and databases. Your Athens account will be associated with your student email address and is
provided by UCA and you can find more information about this on the OCA student website:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/online-libraries/uca-online-library

Social resources
Just because you are not studying in a ‘bricks and mortar’ art college, it doesn’t mean that
there isn’t a supportive network of like minded students available to talk to. As mentioned
elsewhere in this introduction, interacting with your fellow OCA students can provide a useful
and encouraging resource in helping you to find your feet, by finding out how other students
approach their studies, and by acting as ‘critical friends’ through student led online critiques
or Hangouts. Contact other students via the OCA forums, social media or via OCASA, OCA’s
Student Association, to say hello.
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Getting Started
Some pointers by Dr Emma Powell
The Everyday: Thinking about ‘the everyday’
The term ‘the everyday’ is on one level very ordinary, after all that’s where we spend our
time, going about our daily business. However, if you step back from the everyday and start
observing it, then patterns and routines start to take on more interesting qualities.
Anthropologists, as social scientists who examine human society, often do so from the
viewpoint of visiting another location or culture to view how we live. The idea of observing
others is well established, both for scientists and artists, whose travel logs and sketchbooks
document somebody else’s everyday experience. This observational activity can then lead
to the development of a particular visual narrative in your work. One that visually reports on
actual people, events and locations. However, taking such a viewpoint isn’t without issues
- with you, the privileged viewer armed with notebook or camera, looking at, and making
visual judgement on others. It is worth recognising that your presence in observing situations,
also affects them. Anthropologists, along with illustrators, have dealt with this issue by
acknowledging their presence, and bringing a biographical element to the recording. Their
notebooks say ‘I am here, and this is what I’m looking at’. So your work might be based on
visually reporting what you see, but it can also reference other narratives or forms of visual
storytelling through depicting what you feel, what you know, or what you imagine.
The theme of the everyday helps to deal with issues of observing by embracing the ordinary
in a universal way - everybody has their own idea of the everyday to draw on, and these will
differ from one person to the next. The term ‘the everyday’ can be interpreted by you in any
way so long as you record your visual decision making in your sketchbooks and explore a range
of alternative routes. These will be explored as you go through each assignment and exercise.
The theme will drive all sections of this course so think about what ‘the everyday’ means to you
in a variety of ways. Start by using some of the starting points below to set out or mindmap a
range of ideas. As you go through the course these starting points will be useful as you begin
to explore the themes of Objects, People and Places, Words and Meanings in observed and
imaginative ways.
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Here are some starting points
• you could generate your own list of activities that you do everyday
• you could generate your own list of words / phrases that you use everyday
• you could generate your own list of people you see everyday
• you could generate your own list of places you go everyday
• you could generate your own list of objects you use everyday
• you could imagine you’ve landed from another planet, what are your immediate
observations?
• you could look at someone else’s ‘the everyday’ – is this a real person or an imaginary one?
• you could use a Roget’s Thesaurus or a dictionary to help you explore the theme by writing
lists

How do you feel?
We are all in this together and our sketchbooks can be seen as initially empty vessels to be filled
with creative opportunities, ‘mistakes’ and various starting points. These can lead to all sorts of
interesting outcomes that we would never have considered without this part of the creative
process. These ‘mistakes’ can sometimes worry us or make us feel creatively vulnerable. We have
to remember that our sketchbooks are not sanitised, finished items – they are receptacles that
show our creative journey from start to finish.
You could compare sketchbook use to learning to drive – you can’t just jump in a car and
pass your test first time. It takes lessons, practice, repetition and exposure to risk, different
environments and conditions. Likewise, it is difficult to create a final piece of work without
putting in the sketchbook ‘groundwork’ first. In a sketchbook you can practice mark-making,
try out different ideas, take visual risks, repeat things until you feel more pleased with them
and you can work in a variety of locations in different ways. In this course you will be exploring
observed and imaginative ways of drawing, in particular.
Don’t rush your sketchbook process. What you have to remember is that your tutor, more than
likely, keeps a sketchbook too. They probably have to show it to other people and they might
even get anxious or worried at some point about starting it, finishing it, doing it, not having the
time for it and, or, showing it.
Write down your responses to these questions.
• Do you feel a bit anxious about starting your sketchbook?
• Are you worried that you will have to show your work to your tutor and you don’t think it is
‘good enough’?
• Are you concerned that you haven’t used a sketchbook ever, or for a while?
• Are you confused because you don’t know the ‘right’ way to do a sketchbook?
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I dare you…
We have set up a special sketchbook related thread to support this course. We would really like
you to get in touch with your fellow students via the OCA forums, to say hello and maybe share
a page from your sketchbook when you are ready. There is a particular task we hope that all
students on this course will engage with. This will be introduced in more depth in Part one.
You can access the forums via: https://discuss.oca-student.com/
When you make contact with your tutor ask them if they keep a sketchbook.
Ask them if you can see a photo of a page, or the sketchbook structure.
Ask them how they feel about using a sketchbook and showing it to other people.
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Glossary of terms
The Glossary helps explain specialist terms that you might not have come across or be sure
about. Highlight any that are unfamiliar to you and continue adding to this glossary as you
progress through the course.
Terms relating to your learning, such as your learning log or summative assessment are covered
in the Introduction.
Abstract Expressionism - an approach to painting that emphasises the gestural nature of the
act of painting, hence action painting, and explores the material qualities of paint
aesthetic - qualities that are beautiful or a set of principles underlying the work of a particular
artist or artist movement
artist’s journal - another form of diary or notebook that may be a combination of images and
words
blind contour drawings - line drawings made without looking at the paper
brief - the commission that the illustrator works towards
cinematic - relating to the visual feel of cinema through the use of framing, camera angles, and
editing. Cinematography is the process of capturing this material
context - the way that images are used or placed, often used to describe the way that images
are used as pieces of applied imagery or illustration
deviation – moving away from the obvious, taking a more divergent and lateral route
divergent – going off in all sorts of different directions to explore an idea or concept
drawing – any expressive visual mark-making that records something
expressive – communicating a thought or emotion
gestural drawing – this will be looser visual mark-making that contains less detail and is more
immediate and may indicate motion
idea generation/ideation – developing a range of ideas or starting points
Iteration – going through a circuitous process of making, reviewing, learning and remaking
lateral – an unpredictable and unexpected outcome or interpretation, a creative approach to a
task
linear – one idea or drawing leading to another without deviation
literal – an obvious and predictable outcome or interpretation
mark-making tools – these can be conventional like paintbrushes, or different like a comb or a
feather for example
mixed media / mixed materials – a range of different media and materials that could include
ink, paint, printmaking, collage, photos, digital drawing and image manipulation
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narrative – this can be a story or a series of images or words that link to each other in some
way. It might be linear and sequential or divergent depending on the content. It can explore
connected events
observing - looking at and analysing to understand objects or subjects
observational drawings - drawings are a result of visual analysis
pages – can be loose or attached to each other to make up a sketchbook
pareidolia - seeing patterns in the world like a face in the moon or cloud animals
pastiche - an image that is made in reference to the visual language of another
positive and negative space - refers to the spaces created through mark-making and the space
around these marks. In other words, the positive space of the line and negative space of the
gaps between the lines
re-drafting - re-drawing
representational drawings - drawings that aim to depict what is seen
Roget’s Thesaurus – A book created in 1805 by lexicographer, Peter Mark Roget, that allows you
to connect themed ideas with a range of related words and their meanings. It is a collection of
knowledge in list form. If you like words and lists you will love this book and the journeys it can
take you on
sketchbook – a collection of pages of drawings, this can be physical or digital
spread - two open pages of a book or magazine
the everyday – the theme for all the work in this course. This can be interpreted in
many different ways. It might be your everyday surroundings, objects, activities, actions,
conversations, viewpoints, clothes, gestures, or interactions
thumbnail - small scale quick sketches that are used to try alternative compositions
tropes - symbols or features
visual diary - a book that may include words and drawing journalistically built over a period of
time
visual experimentation – exploring the visual potential of ideas in many different ways
visual journal – somewhere between a sketchbook and a diary
visual journey – the journey that your work goes on from start to finish. It also includes ideas
that weren’t explored or any ‘mistakes’ that were made along the way. It is not just concerned
with the destination.
visual literacy - the ability to understand or read what a picture is communicating
visual mark-making – making marks in a variety of different ways
visual reference - using other images or visual research, such as photographs, to inform your
own drawing
zines - a term that comes from the making and crafting ‘DIY’ scene to denote a handmade selfprinted mini or independent ‘magazine’ with simplified printing techniques to keep the cost
down.
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Illustration 1

Part one
Everyday Sketchbooks
Dr Emma Powell

Image credit: Bryan Eccleshall, sketchbook
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Use the table below to keep track of your progress.

Exercise

Page

Exercise 1.0: What sort of sketchbook
should I use?

27

Exercise 1.1 What is your relationship with
your sketchbook?

44

Exercise 1.2: Making Mistakes – working
fast and cutting work up

51

Exercise 1.3: How personal do you want
your sketchbook to be?
To hide, or not to hide?

62

Research Task
Research task 1:0 – Emma’s sketchbook

26

Research Task 1:1 Artists’ sketchbooks

38
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Complete

Introduction
Welcome to the first part of your course, hopefully you will find this experience both enjoyable
and challenging. I’ve written this part of the course to help you think about what a sketchbook
can be, your relationship to a variety of different sketchbooks and to gradually move you out of
your comfort zone.
You may, or may not, have used sketchbooks before – it doesn’t matter. The important thing
is that in this part of your course you try many different ways of working. The only wrong way
to tackle the following exercises is to restrict yourself by only using an HB pencil and an A5
sketchbook. There is so much more to explore…
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Research task 1:0 – Emma’s sketchbook
Here is a flick through of my most recent sketchbook, available as a short (time) video accessible
through the OCA student site named: Emma’s sketchbook video_Illustration 1: Sketchbooks.
You can see more of my sketchbook work in the final part of this assignment.
Through the first part of the course you will develop your own sketchbook work, prompted
by exercises that explore different types of sketchbook practices. These exercises cover
experimental mark-making, a few simple structures, making ‘mistakes’ and considers how
private or personal your sketchbook can be. You will be introduced to different types of
sketchbooks and explore how you and others feel about them. Building on your work
throughout this part of the course, the assignment concludes with showing your sketchbook
work to your tutor and to others.
All the work that you produce for this course will be based on the theme ‘the everyday’. In each
section of the course you can interpret the theme in a different way so don’t worry too much
about the direction that you take in Assignment One’s body of work. There are another four
assignments to follow so there are plenty of other opportunities to explore ‘the everyday’ in a
variety of ways.
A questionnaire was sent out to all OCA staff and students who use sketchbooks. One hundred
and seventy-two replies landed in my inbox. The quotes included in Assignment One are from
these responses. I hope you will find this information relevant. I learnt that the OCA body of
staff and students is a great resource and that they love to be involved with research that
explores their art and design practice.
One of the main points to come from the questionnaire is that you are not alone. As well as
support from your tutor you can learn a great deal from networking with your peers and
sharing your experiences.

Image credit: Sketchbook pages from OCA tutor Bryan Eccleshall
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Exercise 1.0: What sort of sketchbook should I use?
Let’s start with the basics. What sort of sketchbook should you work in?
There is no correct answer to this. As you can see from the quotes by other OCA students
and tutors, people use sketchbooks in different ways, and therefore need different kinds of
sketchbooks.
At this stage it is probably a good idea to try a variety of different types of sketchbooks. These
might also include books that you have made yourself. We will move on to this later in this
assignment.
If you are buying sketchbooks choose a budget and keep to it. Your books can be different sizes
and you don’t need to spend a lot of money. Only buy ones that you can imagine working in
and that you won’t be ‘precious’ about. They don’t have to be fancy as you will be filling them
with lots of ‘mistakes’.
You don’t have to buy sketchbooks – you might make them yourself from a variety of different
papers and bind them with simple stitching or a decorative bulldog clip.

You might also elect to buy cheap second-hand printed books from a book shop and work into
those. If you go for this option do consider how the printed page may, or may not, interact with
your own work.
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1. Identify on a loose sheet of paper what you think you might use the sketchbooks for.
They could be:
• one to keep in your pocket or bag so
you can always jot down ideas or quick
drawings
• one larger one that has thicker paper so
that you can use wet media in it
• one with different types of paper for
different types of work
• one with lined or grid paper if you like
that sort of surface
• one using an app on a digital device that
you always carry around
2. Identify on a loose sheet of paper your
thoughts about these questions before
you buy, or make, your sketchbooks:
• do I get intimidated by the blank pages of
an expensive sketchbook?
• do I need something on my page already?
E.g. a grid, some faint lines
• do I prefer to work on a heavy weight
paper or something more flimsy?
• do I prefer to work large or small?
• am I a creature of habit that needs things
to look the same?
• do I want variety that relates to whatever I
am working on?
• do I want a sketchbook that is like a
hardback book so I can work across pages
and treat them as double page spreads?
In this way I could make larger images.
• do I want a spiral bound book so I can
Image credit: Sketchbooks – Suzy
easily fold the pages and cover over?
Rowlands
• what am I using my sketchbook for?
• where will I be using my sketchbook?
• do I want to work secretively or publicly?
• do I already have a favourite sort of sketchbook?
• do I produce digital sketchbook work / drawings already? If so how will I document this for
my tutor? Will a digital device be one of my 3 sketchbooks that I choose?
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The following sketchbook pages show a variety of different types of sketchbooks, including
soft-bound notebooks, a spiral bound kids’ sketchbook, and a split hardback cover.

Image credit: OCA student sketchbooks
clockwise from top right: Kate Aston, Kate
Aston, Christopher Underhill, Christopher
Underhill, David Rodford
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The quotes below, relating to the question, ‘What sort of sketchbook do you use?’ will help to
get you thinking about what might work for you.

Always different in size depending on how I wish to express myself for
particular assignment.
Amardeep

All shapes, all sizes, some small hardback, spiral bound for travelling, large soft
covers for studio, home made ones for special papers, square, oblong......many in use
at the same time.
Steve Cussons

Always a Moleskine soft cover ruled black notebook (13 x 21cm).
Stéphanie d’Hubert

I have 3 sketch books I am using at the moment a small A5 size one for taking out
sketching with me for day to day sketching. I have an A3 size sketch book for a lot of
my coursework, plus a large A2 size for my assignment work. I prefer the A2 size as
I use it for ideas, sketching collecting items and large pictures so I can be more free
and experimental with my work. All 3 sketch books are hard backed and purchased
from a local art store. I would love to try using handmade papers and hand make my
own sketchbook.
Ruth Goodwin

I have a variety of notebooks which contain writing, drawings, diagrams and other
visual bits and bobs which are portable. Different projects have different notebooks.
I treat myself to Moleskins but use other, cheaper books, as well. I also have a box of
loose-leaf drawings
Christian Lloyd
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Here are a couple of examples of simple sketchbooks you may like to try making for yourself.
You don’t have to make them at this point but will be asked to as part of assignment four. Now
might be a good time to have a go! Any sketchbooks you make will be useful within the course.

How to make: A ‘Foldy’ or ‘Mini Zine’ Sketchbook
and Small booklets sketchbook
Here are some instructions for some very easy to make soft-backed books. Both of these styles
of books would more commonly be used for making small home-printed zines.
These zines are just as good when made up ‘blank’ for drawing in as they are cheap to make
with readily available materials and you can fill one up with drawings in one trip out.

Foldy
You can search Google videos for instructions on making this zine style sketchbook using
the terms “foldy zine”, “how to make an 8 page zine”, “hotdog zine instructions”, “zine fold
instructional” or “making a zine with one piece of paper.”
1. Using A3 or A4, fold your page into one 8 equal parts.
2. Cut a slit through the centre, extending across the central two rectangles. This is easiest if
you fold the paper in half first.
3. Fold the paper back in half longways and gently tease the central pages apart to form a
diamond.
You now have a booklet! Don’t forget you can use both sides or fold out the ‘secret side’ to
create one large poster/page. If you prefer to draw within the booklet whilst it’s folded out, be
mindful of how the booklet comes back together once it’s folded up again so that you don’t
end up drawing your pictures upside down! You can avoid this by lightly numbering each page
whilst it’s in its folded state.
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Small Booklet
Making your own sketchbooks is a great opportunity to draw on, and trial, different paper
stock. Consider making this small booklet with a variety of papers to maximise opportunities
for different combinations of materials on different surfaces. I like to combine a mix of brown
paper, cartridge, tracing paper and gridded paper, cutting these down so they are all the same
size.
Choose a thicker stock of paper or card for the cover. You might like to use off-cuts of patterned,
recycled card from old calendars, wrapping or greetings cards. Fold all paper in half and staple
down the middle. If you go above A6 booklet size you may need a long-arm stapler to staple
the centre part - if you’re handy with a sewing machine and use light enough paper you can
also stitch down the middle or you can search online for directions to create a ‘saddle stitch’.
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You have a small booklet! If you want rounded corners like mine, just find something around
the house with a rounded edge to lightly draw a stencil and carefully cut out - it doesn’t matter
if it’s not perfect as you want your pages to be ‘approachable.’ (If it must be perfect and you
think you will make a lot of these little books, you can buy special ‘die-cutting machine’ and
‘rounded-corner die’ from many large craft shops, however these are expensive and are mainly
designed for those who wish to sell their own craft books.)
You might like to design and print your own patterned covers, leaving blank spaces for labels
and dates like this example below.
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I use A6 A5 A4 hardback sketchbooks, watercolour and cartridge paper,
also softback hand made and I work on 6ft wide cartridge paper for
larger drawings.
Paul Stickley

I purchase fairly large sketchbooks and remove the ring. I can then sift the pages and
lay them beside each other as I work. I will also have larger sketches done in its book,
and remove it when it is done to be stored with other sketches. I also have smaller
hard cover/ spiral bound sketchbooks that I might choose for more delicate media
(pen, pencil) or smaller images / time spans.
Connie Kadey

It ranges. I often work on loose sheets but also favour the hardback sketchbooks
available from Shepherds in London as they are covered in beautiful hand made
paper and have lovely paper inside to work on. It makes the experience of working
in the book feel more valuable somehow.
Angela Johnson

My sketchbooks differ in size (between A6 and A4). Usually I have 2 or 3 at the same
time. They have different paper and format (although I think I like square ones more
than others). All of them are purchased. I wanted to make some myself, but never
got down to it. I prefer hard cover sketchbooks, because they give me freedom to
draw anywhere, not worrying if there is a table around. Also they don’t get chewed
up by my backpack :) As for paper, I look for density of 130g/sq.m. or a bit higher.
Sofia Kazakova

It is an A4 wired sketchbook which I take apart and rebind myself. Hard-backed, a
mix of handmade as I add pages, paint pages, rip pages etc.
JF

My sketchbook size varies and is handmade with a hard cover and bound with a
simple Japanese binding. The cover is painted fabric over mount board and all the
pages are made from different papers and old drawings I have discarded. Some
of the pages are stitched together and have pockets added to hold postcards and
photos.
Priscilla Jones
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I use a variety of sketchbooks as I’m experimenting with what I prefer using. The
ones I am currently using are handmade, hardcover, and approximately A5 portrait
size, B5 portrait size and B6 landscape size.
Rihab M

I am using many different sketchbooks at the same time. I use size A6-A3 and it all
depends on what and where I will draw. The A6 is a spiral bound sketch pad, which I
have found kind of unnecessary, a simple spiral notebook would work just as fine for
the purpose, but cost a lot.
Therese Livonne

I keep two sketchbooks, one square 250x250mm Seawhite of Brighton and one A5
/ A6 Moleskin both hardback. The square one is always the same size which I use
for drawings in the studio and take away sometimes if I’m on a longer trip but it is
heavy. The moleskin can be smaller and is more of a workbook where I keep detailed
writings alongside drawings and I take everywhere with me.
Doug Burton

A mixture of sizes, costs, and hard or soft back. Depends on costs available and what
it is used for. For example, my handbag sketch book is A5 soft cover about £1 but
my last A3 sketch book I purchased for my personal project for drawing 1 was high
quality hard back and cost £15.
Alison Dollery

I have three sketchbooks going at the same time. One is A4 in size, one is A3 in size
and one is handmade and varies in content. Once I have done a number of pages
that either fit a certain theme, trend or idea, I then make up into a sketchbook with
blank pages just in case I want to add something.
Maccine Jordaan

I hand make my sketchbooks using a binding that allows me to add my own pages
as I go along. My sketchbooks are custom made to an A4+ sort of size with a hard
cover and a folded card spine with a decorative and functional stitch. The materials I
use are mostly recycled and add to the patina and pattern of the sketchbook.
Emma Powell
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Research Task 1:1 Artists’ sketchbooks
Below are some suggested artists’ sketchbooks to take a look at as recommended by OCA staff
and students. Browse through the recommendations, and select some of these as a starting
point and generate your own visual and written research into artists’ sketchbooks. Aim to select
a minimum of six artists to look at as you won’t have time to study them all. I have highlighted
my top 9 in red and there’s online links to their sketchbooks at the end of this section.
You don’t need to look at your selected artists all in one go. You might keep adding to the
research as you go through the other exercises.
Present this research work in your learning log or on your blog in a dedicated research section.
How you present it is up to you. As you undertake the exercises and assignment keep adding to
your research. As you reach the end of Assignment 1 you can also add to this research point by
reflecting on your own sketchbook process.
Don’t just reproduce other artists’ work in your learning log. Think more about your response to
their work and how it resonates with you. For example, what can you learn from its content, the
media it is being rendered in and how does the artist ‘draw’? Does the artist include ‘mistakes’
in their sketchbook? Do they hide any of the content?

I like sketchbooks by Grayson Perry because they are so free and
experimental.
Claire

Rembrandt and Ronald Searle. Loose, direct sketches expressing so much in
economy of lines. So much movement and life.
Dorothy Flint

I admire every sketchbook I’ve ever seen because it shows the essence of the artist.
Their personal thoughts. Who they are.
LI
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Some artists whose sketchbooks I really admire include Hokusai (incredible,
elaborate studies of nature and gestures), Louise Bourgeois (tons of exploration),
Tim Burton (ideas behind characters), Vincent Van Gogh (use of textures to describe
things). Also sketchbooks from contemporary artists such as David Fullerton (great
humor and use of mixed media), Nicolas Sanchez (ballpoint hyperrealism), Hwa Sam
Choi (life drawing figures, amazing gestures) and Ruby Elliot (humorous/sarcastic
cartoons, simple line characters). I like browsing sketchbooks with all types of styles/
subjects/media, especially those that are different from mine so that I can learn a
thing or two.
Michi S

James Joyce’s notebooks - really good example of seeing a creative process in action.
Adolphus Wolfi - incredible books that articulate a particular way of seeing the world
Rachel Whiteread - who sees her shelves of found objects as a form of sketchbook.
It’s the same process of gathering and capturing useful things.
Christian Lloyd

…It is always easy / possible to find something to admire and appreciate in other’s
creative endeavours. Also easy to crush feelings with criticism. So anyone who uses a
sketchbook is to be praised and their work admired for whatever criteria.
Adrian Eaton

The diaries of Frida Kahlo are an inspiration.
Emma Powell

Kate Beaton, a web comic publisher - because she shows it’s ok to be timid.
JD

Henry Moore’s sketchbooks are admirable but any that are bursting with creativity
are amazing.
JMA

Norman Cornish as based on his home town and very natural.
SG

I love Henry Moore’s sketchbook particularly the sheep one. The movement and
texture remind me that you can make anything interesting and inspiring.
JlB

There are so many diverse sketchbooks. I would say Vincent Van Gogh Memory
of the garden at Etten, Franz Marc, Skizzenbuch aus dem Felde, Anselm Kiefer so
many...
Maccine Jordaan

I found some of the OCA student’s sketchbooks quite inspiring and also the blog
post by Justin Clumpner https://artinsubordinate.wordpress.com/2016/04/12/
authentic-sketchbook-for-studentsand-maybe-you-too/
Anne Bryson
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Sorry cannot give a single artist answer – De lacroix springs to mind, Turner of
course and some of Hockney. Obviously because they are honest and genuinely
observe without trying to impress and of course Van Gogh.
Anon

I really enjoy looking at artists’ sketchbooks, David Hockney, Grayson Perry are some
I have seen recently. Generally, I admire use of line, draughtsmanship and the insight
into the artist’s creative process.
DLR

Charles Landseer’s Brazil Sketchbook 1823-4 (ish) They are beautiful, brave and
observant both socially and visually.
Dr M Whiting

There are really great examples I found online, from art journals, fanzines to
amazing Irina Vinnik’s sketchbook. I love her mastery of details.
Andreja Arunovic

A man I met in a pub, who scribbled on crumpled paper and had them folded up in
his pocket.
Kim Appleyard

I do remember being fascinated by the sketchbook pages laid out in an exhibition of
Leonardo Da Vinci’s work I went to as a child. Mainly amazement at the ideas he was
recording in the century he was living in (I mean- a helicopter????!!!)
Katherine Robertson

Wayne Attwood. I like his work because he sees and thinks differently - to me
anyway. Instead of getting an outline down he goes straight into shading areas. It’s
an effective way of drawing and I really liked his sketchbook exhibition at the RBSA
recently.
Paul Austin

I like Claude Monet’s sketchbook, it’s very detailed and exact whereas John Lennon’s
and Yoko Ono’s is very expressive and fun.
Ruth Goodwin

Everyone’s!!! Students, professional artists’, good or bad, weak or confidently highly
creatively fluent ones! Some examples of artist sketchbooks are Christo and Jean
Claude, Egon Schiele and the list is long..................................
RA
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I won’t mention the old masters, but a couple of contemporary artists like Will Kemp
(UK) and Graham Smith (U.S.) and a friend in Nicaragua. I admire them because they
have no inhibitions when I see them working, and the flow is very natural. I like how
they explore with different materials as well as the different subjects they study.
And Steve Huston’s (US) sketchbooks is just AMAZING. You can see through their
sketchbooks, that practice does make you better with time.
Ana Barahona

I have recently looked at some images from Delacroix’s sketchbook which he took
with him to Morocco. It is an inspiring record of the journey that he made and the
sights that he saw.
Jo Hunter

Samuel Palmer because he recorded the world around him. I have seen some of
Joan Eardley’s work done in sketchbooks and love them. Medieval sketchbooks are
fascinating.
Lesley Norman

Leonardo Da Vinci’s human anatomy sketchbooks! Love the combination of science
and art and the notes he’s made alongside the drawings.
Mel Brown

Norman Ackroyd’s Shetland Notebook - loose, fresh, alive, maximum atmosphere
- minimal means, made under difficult circumstances, speak volumes to me. Not
valued by perfectionists but validate my approach.
A E Wootton

I’ve picked up books on Pablo Picasso’s sketchbooks and Henry Moore’s sheep
sketchbook. Similarly I’ve seen extracts of Leonardo da Vinci’s anatomical
sketchbooks. I like the combination of observations and thoughts, along with the
expressive nature of many of the drawings - despite their “unfinished” nature.
David Howard

Hokusai - A master of so many things, and incredible sketchbooks, so many of them,
well considered in one and childlike in another. Each piece it’s own like the ever
changing face of art.
Kat Goodwin

A number of artists. Agnes Martin and Sonia Delauney are my current [favourites].
Hayley Lock

J.M.W. Turner’s and John Constable’s, they made quick short sketches sometimes
that informed fantastic pieces, I wish my memory was as good as theirs were.
Megan Cheetham
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Danny Gregory for sharing his drawings of the everyday.
Liz Steel for mixing typography and bold ink and watercolour pictures.
Cal Hoy

I don’t know a lot of others’ sketchbooks, but I did buy one this year by an artist
called Audra Auclair. It’s a travel sketchbook of her trip of Japan, an interesting topic,
and I admire her feminine but modern and brightly coloured style.
L Sheehan

Barbara Rae
Dr Alan Hearsum

I love Vincent Van Gogh’s sketchbook work. It is so exciting and expressive. I also
love Rembrandt’s drawings and sketches. They remind me of Van Gogh’s in that they
also have expressive qualities. They quiver with life and give the impression that the
artist was totally absorbed in his subject.
Geraldine Leahy

Cesar Santos provides a really good blog on YouTube about his sketchbooks and
why every artist should use them.
Neil Cramond

The sketchbooks of Turner, the way he uses watercolour, the simplicity of his marks.
Jane Coxhill

Frances Pickering, her use of colours and how she records everyday events.
CL Baker

I admire artists’ sketchbooks because they are so alive with colour and sketches incomplete ideas waiting to be resolved. I remember seeing a sketchbook in 2013 of
a photography student which had flaps going off in all directions & that allowed me
to try something similar last year which was satisfying.
Anna Godchild

David Hockney’s because every page shows some drawing or compositional talent.
Bea

I have an old book called Rembrandt Drawings that I look at quite a bit and I would
go out of my way to see old master drawings.
M Whyte

I have a photography background so more of a journal but The Daybooks of Edward
Weston always inspire and intrigue me. I recently spent time with a paper maker and
her sketchbooks which include technical details of every batch of paper fascinated
me.
Andrea N
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Seeing some by the printmaker Charles Shearer stick in my mind - seeing his
drawings alongside prints on the gallery walls.
Jennifer Wallace

Constable, I love his expressive landscapes made plain aire, recording all the natural
light.
Naomi Incledon

Any professional artist, I like to see the work in the rough so to speak and see how
they develop their ideas.
Charles T Maher

Other people’s normally! As I love to see their thought processes and how they
evolve.
Jasmin Stringer

I have the Grayson Perry sketchbook hardback and love that one. It is incredibly
inspiring, a history of his development and so very beautiful.
Kate Aston

… I have been fascinated by Guillermo Del Toro’s (film director) sketchbooks. The
books are crammed with sketches and reams of densely packed writing and they
feel like a treasure trove of ideas. It’s also fascinating to see how the ideas in his
sketchbooks are eventually reflected in his films.
Monica Pritchard
Paul Nash
MK

Jessica Mason’s because she had everything in there she carried it everywhere and it
was so thick you could hardly hold it.
Anna Richards

Here are my top 9:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Louise Bourgeois (artist)
Leonardo da Vinci (artist)
Guillermo Del Toro (film director)
Danny Gregory (artist, illustrator and author)
David Hockney (artist)
Frida Kahlo (artist)
Grayson Perry (sculptor and artist)
Ronald Searle (illustrator)
Rachel Whiteread (artist)
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Exercise 1.1 What is your relationship with your sketchbook?
Think about your answer to this question. Do you already keep a sketchbook? Is
it an extension of you? Does it feel like a best friend? Is it just a functional object
that holds your ideas? Are you scared of your sketchbook? You can put your written thoughts
about these questions in your logbook / blog section. You can also include photos of your
previous sketchbooks to contextualise your work for your tutor. They will be really interested to
see what you have already done. In a sketchbook can you visualise your relationship with your
sketchbook? This can be with images, mark-making or words or a combination.
If you haven’t kept a sketchbook before start to think about what your relationship to it might
be. Again, put these thoughts in your logbook / blog section. This could also include photos
or drawings of what your sketchbook might be like. In a sketchbook can you visualise your
relationship with your new sketchbook? This can be with images, mark-making or words or a
combination.
We are not all naturals at keeping a sketchbook, some of us have to work really hard at it. Once
you find out how you feel about sketchbooks, and they could be someone else’s if you haven’t
done any in a while, then you can make a start on tackling the way that you work in your
sketchbook.
If your sketchbook isn’t working for you at the moment, then maybe you need to try another
type of sketchbook or a different approach. Are you being too functional? Are you being too
emotional? Do you need to be more attached to your sketchbook pages? Or, do you need to be
more detached?

Response to OCA questionnaire comments
Look through these comments from various OCA students, tutors and practitioners – all in
relation to the question ‘What is your relationship with your sketchbook?’
Highlight in one colour the comments that relate to you at the moment, and in another colour
the ones that you would like to apply to your sketchbook process in the future. You might only
have one colour if you haven’t started any sketchbooks yet.
What do you notice about your selections?
Can you identify themes or areas that you can focus on as you start this course?
If so, what are they? Write these points down in one of your sketchbooks so that you
establish where you are at with regards to your relationship with your sketchbook.
Which of your 3 sketchbooks will you choose for this?
Then, in a sketchbook, make a visual or written response to your selections and answer the
question “What is your relationship with your sketchbook?”
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Here are the comments from various OCA students, tutors and practitioners – all in relation to
the question ‘What is your relationship with your sketchbook?’

Initially I was daunted but [I am] rapidly becoming more comfortable.
Katherine Robertson

I carry it with me so if I am at the quiet place where I can focus I open it. I
am not a type who opens it on the table in [a] coffee shop and let everyone see what
I am doing.
Andreja Arunovic

I feel great joy at flicking through my old, complete sketchbooks, and am often
surprised at rediscovering things I had forgotten about. I almost never leave the
house without a sketchbook, even if I don’t use it, I feel better carrying it around, just
in case.
Michi S

It’s like a friend that I can blurt everything out to, be wild, daring, let out all of
those pent out feelings. Sometimes I just start writing and let it meander out, I’ll try
drawing alongside the written pieces, I use lots of arrows to show progression and
stages in what I want to do / plan.
Julie H

It’s like my best friend as it is part of me
Sarah Davis

We’re very close! I still refer back to my foundation course notebook and can’t
imagine this one being any different. I always know where it is. I went to an
exhibition today and forgot my pencil - had to buy a pen so I could take my notes. I
could have put them in my phone but it wouldn’t be the same.
Kate Aston

It’s a sort of friend. It doesn’t judge... it teaches me things. I like it!
Paul Butterworth

As keeping a sketchbook is a new thing for me, at the moment it is about working
out how to use it. This is partly why I am using a cheap pad at the moment while I
work out if the book is something I would revisit and therefore need to keep. I do
like to write things down while I am thinking, so there is quite a lot of writing in the
book and I enjoy having the book as it is a pleasure to write and draw for a change
instead of having to do everything digitally.
Monica Pritchard

I struggle with it. I’m still trying to find a way to interact properly with it.
Lynda
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A love hate relationship really. Once I am sketching in my sketch book I enjoy it, but
I don’t like the thought of using it. I am always in a rush to try and start out my piece
and I feel like my sketchbook is a waste of time. Although I know this isn’t the case
and I actually come up with more ideas or better ideas through using it. I think I
dislike my sketchbook when I am feeling lazy or if I am excited by a piece and I want
to start straight away.
Lola O’Shea

The sketchbook as a place for experimenting, to show process and ideas A place to
experiment and not to feel restricted.
Alice Powell

Bit confused about my sketchbook, I don’t love it however it’s like an arm or leg
it’s extremely useful I think about what things to include in it etc to show how my
thinking developed.
Anna Richards

It’s a special place to record, investigate and interpret ideas. I nearly always stroke
the front cover before opening.
Anon

It helps me think.
Linda mayoux

Space to explore and set out ideas.
Diana

I use my sketchbook as a regular (it should be daily) tool for thoughts and
experiments. I keep it to help remember the ideas and have access to them later.
David Howard

I don’t use it as diary or journal like some people I use it as a tool to progress ideas
etc.
Selina Taylor

I’m not that precious about it, to me it’s a means to thrash out ideas that lead to a
bigger end product.
Mel Brown

They’re working notebooks, so the relationship is fairly matter of fact. I like to keep
them, but I try not to fetishise them as objects. I’m not precious about them.
Christian Lloyd
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It’s a tool that helps me develop observational skills that I am poor at. Sometimes
I enjoy filling a sketchbook but other times I much prefer working on paper. At
present I am trying a drawing a day and pinning the drawings up using different
media.
Lesley Norman

I take my sketchbooks to be a kind of personal thinking instrument, not in the sense
of containing logical arguments, but as a way of playing around with, thoughts and
images in my head.
Wallace Fryer

My sketchbooks are like repository of ideas, as well as snapshots about my creative
journey. They function as a mirror, allowing me to see what I might otherwise just
feel.
Stéphanie d’Hubert

It is a tool... Not precious or special. It goes well with a cup of tea.
Dr M Whiting

My sketchbooks are very important. They allow me to record, play and investigate
ideas to which I refer back to regularly for inspiration and also to refresh my
thinking.
Maccine Jordaan

We’re in a non binary, polyamorous, open relationship with other digital
sketchbooks.
Richard Keys

I love it and wish I could spend more time with it...occasionally frustrated when I
can’t get ideas right...but trying to develop a more regular relationship!!
Heidi S

Getting closer - have taken a few days off sketching and feels like I have been
missing a part of me
JMM

A pretty intense one. It gets treated pretty badly and filled so much that sometimes
it won’t close properly anymore.
UVB

I love it - it’s like a diary of the process / development that I’m going through.
H M Stephenson

I love them dearly!
Naomi Incledon
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Like a Jack Russell in the corner of my studio.
Emma Drye

My best friend.
Karen Woodfield

Now it is very intimate, I will include a thumbnail sketch next to a finished oil sketch.
It is becoming an everyday part of me.
Neil Cramond

Constant companion.
Jackie Lewis

I would say close up and personal as after I have completed the course it will be in
my library. You take out a book after not looking at it for some time and enjoy the
experience it gave you in the first place. I will do the same and reflect looking at my
sketchbooks in the same way.
Ian Meechan

I consider each sketchbook an artwork of its own, personal, an insight of who I am
and of what I am. I am very involved with them and take them seriously.
RA

Since starting this course my relationship with my sketchbook is more exciting, I love
spending time with it, adding to it and looking through it on a daily basis, it always
makes me happy as it’s who I am creatively. My sketchbook is what comes from
inside me, its me on a plate.
Ruth Goodwin

My sketchbook is a visual representation of me. They are a cumulative record of who
I am, what I am thinking and how I am feeling. They explore issues that are relevant
to me and I feel bereft if I know my sketchbook is about to be full and I haven’t had
the time to make the next one.
Emma Powell

The sketchbook has value. My sketchbook is my most consistent form of art practice.
I have done it all my life even when I feel uninspired in other areas. I am very
attached to my sketchbooks and proud of some of them. I took part in an artists’
book project some years ago.
Deirdre Ni Argain

It’s mine and I love them! Couldn’t face losing one.
Andrea N

I am very proud of it and it is always with me.
M Whyte
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Can’t live without it. Helps me to relax, organise my thoughts and develop my ideas.
Cal Hoy

They are becoming more precious and important for my creative development than
before.
Roger Sidney

I love being creative but find personal sketchbooks easier. I feel coursework sketches
need to be more fluid and chronological and I know they will be judged which
makes me hold back a bit and try and keep them neat.
SJM

I am slowly learning to love them.
A.M.

It varies depending on my mood. Sometimes I feel like it mocks me, other times it
encourages.
HAF

Love hate. I get bursts where it is intensive and then bouts of apathy. This is due
to long working hours and irregular shift patterns. When on holiday in Mexico, the
sketchbook was a great companion and siesta was a regular and reliable sketching
moment.
Adrian Eaton

Sometimes I love them, sometimes they are a millstone. When I am creatively
blocked they stress me out. A full sketchbook is enormously satisfying; I am aiming
to fill 100 sketchbooks.
L Sheehan

On and off. I’m not very faithful. I want to be, but other stuff gets in the way, but I’m
getting comfortable with the position they hold in my practice. They’re part of a
wider ecology.
Bryan Eccleshall

I love them. I hate them (when I do awful work because I feel I wasted the pages). I
don’t want the pages to ever end... But I want more sketchbooks (more sizes, styles,
etc.).
Ana Barahona

Hit and miss! I sometimes struggle with sketchbooks and know I should do more.
JMA
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A necessary evil, I don’t like the constraints of a book. I like folders where I can move
things and replace things, let it evolve more. I do however like looking back at my
old sketchbooks. But again given the choice I wouldn’t keep a book, I would have
collaged boards or walls filled with my ideas.
Dawn Young
The following sketchbook pages show a variety of different ways of working with your
sketchbook.

Image credit: OCA students sketchbooks
clockwise from top right: Kat Goodwin,
Angela Johnson, Jane Coxhill, Anka
Strukelj, David Rodford
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Exercise 1.2: Making Mistakes – working fast and cutting
work up
An important aspect of keeping a sketchbook is to allow yourself to make
mistakes and to leave those mistakes in it. Other people may actually think that your ‘mistakes’
have loads of potential to be explored further. At this point you may feel daunted about sharing
what you do, with others, but as you progress through the course you will hopefully be more
confident about seeking external critical input.The difficulty is persuading yourself that it is ok
to leave ‘mistakes’ in your sketchbook. You don’t need to think of your sketchbook as a precious
space for perfect drawings and finished ideas – it can be rough, unfinished and raw. In fact, as
far as your tutor is concerned, ‘mistakes’ aren’t mistakes at all!
By making ‘mistakes’ you will challenge yourself in unexpected ways and this will foster a more
creative approach to your work, visual skills and idea generation. This will directly aid your
design process in relation to the unit’s assessment criteria.
As you can see from the answers below to the question “Do you allow yourself to make
mistakes in your sketchbook?” ‘mistakes’ are usually to be welcomed and demonstrate to your
tutor that you are exploring many avenues and not being precious about your creative process.

There are no mistakes!! Only avenues that probably won’t be explored
further.
Katherine Robertson

It is the perfect place for mistakes and more importantly happy accidents.
JMA

It’s full of mistakes! It’s where the mistakes come out to play :) At the risk of sounding
cheesy, I don’t really believe in mistakes, I believe in creativity.
Kate Aston

Hopefully! What is a mistake anyway - usually it is an experiment that needs further
work ...
Dr M Whiting

Absolutely. I feel that the sketchbook is made for making mistakes.
A.M.

Wouldn’t say I allowed myself, I just make them anyway :) I don’t rip those pages out
though.
Ali Ashburner
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Mistakes happen. It is inevitable that as you work through ideas there will be
redundancy. In order to learn from mistakes you have to accept them and not
pretend they haven’t happened.
Chris Underhill

Yes! No problem - it’s only a page in a sketchbook.
Jennifer Wallace

Yes all the time. That’s the point isn’t it - jot [down] ideas and use the book as a
sifting process.
Andrea N

Absolutely, the sketch book is a forgiving space to try things. It’s a safe place of
imperfection.
Julie H

My sketchbooks are full of mistakes and rejected ideas but these always lead to
something positive that I didn’t consider at the start of my visual journey.
Emma Powell

Yes - it’s a place to explore and I would like to feel I could do it more.
Alice Powell

Yes it’s about learning so errors and mistakes should go in it.
Sarah Davis

Not always deliberately but can reflect on looking back what didn’t work and [what]
not to return to.
Anon

Yes. Sometimes it’s a real mess, I think I’ve only torn a page out once over about ten
sketchbooks.
Sheena Moore

Yes I often make mistakes. I used to rip them out. Now I rework them and hopefully
improve.
Claire

All the time - that’s what it’s for. To learn, to talk to... it’s just a record of an event. A
process of understanding.
Paul Butterworth
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Yes, I gave over the first two pages to my toddler to help me with, to always remind
me not to be so precious about it.
Suzy Walker-Toye

Making mistakes is a part of my learning that I value. I try to comment on what I’ve
learned or feel that I’ve got wrong as part of my coursework.
Richard Keys

Yes - no longer afraid for mistakes to be shown as they are part and parcel of
sketchbook work.
JMM

I do try not to make mistakes as I like to be neat but when mistakes happen I leave
them in or paste over if they’re really bad! I like learning from mistakes so am
resigned to them being part of the outcomes.
SJM

I don’t really see the document as something precious it’s something that informs
my practice and is part of my process nothing more. So I don’t see anything i do as a
mistake, just part of learning.
MK

As I have become more used to using a sketchbook, I have become less ‘precious’
about everything looking neat and perfect.
Monica Pritchard

Yes. They are a place for all ideas, not just ‘the best ones’. To assume that only some
ideas had potential would be narrow minded and cut off your creative options for
current and future projects.
UVB

Yes it is important to not regard them as being precious, they are a means to an end.
they act as a learning tool and as a personal reference.
Charles T Maher

Yes I try anything and everything, sometimes the messier the better, I push the
boundaries, relax, mess about, study in detail, anything goes they just need filling
up!
Naomi Incledon

I do now but it’s taken me a long time to get to this point.
CL Baker

Yes all the time and have to resist the urge to tear out or cover over those pages...
Jane Coxhill
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Always!! That’s how you learn, by reflecting and analyzing what went wrong and
how to improve.
Neil Cramond

Oh yes. If you don’t make mistakes you don’t learn. Nobody is perfect.
JlB

Mistakes! Everything is mistakes! Define that! Sketchbooks are not about perfection
for me. I just do what I do.
Robert

Part of the purpose of my sketchbooks is to make mistakes! Of course it depends
on what precisely is meant by “mistake”. For example, if I want to find a good
composition for, say a still life, I make several sketches of different variations. I am
able to pick the best afterwards. I would not count the other ones as mistakes. Real
mistakes are even more important to me (if I am able to spot them). They give me
the opportunity to fail better next time.
Wallace Fryer

Of course, the mistakes are the most interesting things. I’ll rework a page only if it’s
redundant rather than ‘wrong’.
Christian Lloyd
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These sketchbook pages show examples of
quick mark-making where the student has
not been afraid to get their ideas down.

Image credit: OCA student sketchbooks, clockwise from top right: Angela Johnson, Averil
Wootton, Robert Sarll, Anka Strukelj, Penelope Redding
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1. Materials you will need to gather together before you start
4 x A4 pieces of any type of paper.
The paper can all be the same, or all different. Just use what is to hand. The pieces can be plain,
patterned or lined – thick or thin – a colour or white. If you like to work large you can use A3
instead.
4 different mark-making tools.
These can be conventional or unconventional. You could use a stick, a comb, a cotton bud, your
finger, or (if you have to) a pen, a paint brush with ink, a very soft pencil or a piece of charcoal.
Try something different if you can – try and move out of your comfort zone.
Remember anything goes in this exercise, you are aiming to make mistakes or, as student Dr M
Whiting says “… an experiment that needs further work...”

2. Advice
For this exercise the words ‘draw’ and ‘drawing’ refer to ANY sort of markmaking.
• It can be conventional – drawing what is in front of you so it loosely resembles the objects
or view you are looking at
• it can be abstract or gestural – looking broadly at shapes, textures and / or colours
• it can use words – you could use written information to build up the scene
• it can be emotional – communicating to us how you ‘feel’ rather than what you ‘see’

3. Drawing Activity
On sheet 1
Using one of the markmaking implements ‘draw’ what is in front of you – if the implement is
unwieldy make an unwieldy ‘drawing’.
Only spend a maximum of 5 minutes filling the whole page – work fast. The drawing doesn’t
have to be detailed so try and be loose and fluid. It will help you speed up if it is gestural and
atmospheric rather than accurate. No one will be judging you with regards to this image being
‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
On sheet 2
Using another one of the markmaking implements ‘draw’ what is behind you – remember, if
the implement is unwieldy make an unwieldy ‘drawing’. You can turn around and draw what
is behind you or, you can draw what is behind you from memory – it doesn’t matter which
method you choose.
As before, only spend a maximum of 5 minutes filling the whole page – work fast. The drawing
doesn’t have to be detailed so try and be loose and fluid. It will help you speed up if it is
gestural and atmospheric rather than accurate. No one will be judging you with regards to this
image being ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
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On sheet 3
Using another one of the markmaking implements ‘draw’ what is to the left of you – remember,
if the implement is unwieldy make an unwieldy ‘drawing’. You can turn around to the left and
draw what is to the left of you or, you can draw what is to the left of you from memory – it
doesn’t matter which method you choose.
As before, only spend a maximum of 5 minutes filling the whole page – work fast. The drawing
doesn’t have to be detailed so try and be loose and fluid. It will help you speed up if it is
gestural and atmospheric rather than accurate. No one will be judging you with regards to this
image being ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
On sheet 4
Using another one of the markmaking implements ‘draw’ what is to the right of you –
remember, if the implement is unwieldy make an unwieldy ‘drawing’. You can turn around to
the right and draw what is to the right of you or, you can draw what is to the right of you from
memory – it doesn’t matter which method you choose.
As before, only spend a maximum of 5 minutes filling the whole page – work fast. The drawing
doesn’t have to be detailed so try and be loose and fluid. It will help you speed up if it is
gestural and atmospheric rather than accurate. No one will be judging you with regards to this
image being ‘right’ or ‘wrong’.
Make a note in your chosen sketchbook about how you felt whilst doing this exercise.
Did you feel:
• liberated
• scared
• anxious
• or any other emotion

4. Bookmaking Activity
Now create 4 small books from these drawings using the following folding and cutting
methods. You might want to try each book first with blank paper so you can test your folding
and cutting skills.
Materials you will need:
• a cutting mat (or piece of card to cut on),
• a ruler with a metal edge (for safe cutting)
• a scalpel (or other cutting knife)
• a pencil
• a bit of glue.
Always cut carefully and away from your fingers. Blades can sometimes snap so keep your
distance or take other precautions.
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Book 1
Place one of the A4 drawings in front of you in a landscape orientation. Fold into quarters
horizontally, unfold and then fold into quarters vertically. Lay flat and mark out your horizontal
cutting lines as in the photo below. Cut along the lines and fold up the book. At the corners you
may need to change the direction of your folds so that the book continues to fold up. Books 1, 2
and 3 can be seen in the final photo in book 3 section.
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Book 2
Place one of the A4 drawings in front of you in a landscape orientation. Fold into quarters
horizontally, unfold and then fold into quarters vertically. Lay flat and mark out your vertical
cutting lines as in the photo below. Cut along the lines and fold up the book. At the corners you
may need to change the direction of your folds so that the book continues to fold up. Books 1, 2
and 3 can be seen in the final photo in book 3 section.

Book 3
Place one of the A4 drawings in front of you in a landscape orientation. Fold into quarters
horizontally, unfold and then fold into quarters vertically. You can add extra folds if you like and
this will make a smaller paged book. Lay flat and mark out your spiral-shaped cutting lines as in
the photo below. Cut along the lines and fold up the book. At the corners you may need to
change the direction of your folds so that the book continues to fold up. The final photo shows
Books 1, 2 and 3.
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Book 4
Place one of the A4 drawings in front of you in a landscape orientation. Fold in half horizontally.
Then fold each of these sections towards the centre fold but don’t go all the way to the centre.
See the photo below. These folds will form pockets later on so you don’t want them as high as
your page. Lay flat and fold about 1cm in along the right hand edge – this will form a glue tab
for joining 2 sections together. See the photo below. Keep the 1cm flap folded in and then fold
the page into quarters vertically. Now unfold the 1cm flap. See the photo below. Now cut along
the marked horizontal centre line to create 2 books. Use a bit of glue to attach the 1cm tab to
the other book. Cut the other tab off unless you are planning on adding more sections. You can
now add images, words, or little books into the pockets.
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Now you have 4 small books look at each page.
•
•
•
•

Can you work in it again with another mark-making implement or colour?
Or, do you want to leave it as it is?
Are other ideas sparked from looking at each page? Are you reminded of something else?
Which format do you prefer?

Jot these thoughts down and record your 4 mini books in your sketchbook in some way as we
will be altering them in the final exercise (1.4).

5. Sharing Activity
It is also helpful to show your work in progress, including what you might think are ‘mistakes’,
to other students. So, don’t be shy about making contact with your peers on the OCA forums.
This can help you with additional feedback about your work. If you are on Instagram or Twitter
you can tag your work or comments #ocafriends. By doing this you can make friends with
other students and develop your own supportive network. You will find this invaluable as you
progress with your studies.The sketchbook circle project , that is outlined in more detail further
on, is also designed so that you make connections with other students and see other visual
approaches.
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Exercise 1.3: How personal do you want your sketchbook to
be?
To hide, or not to hide?
Where do you stand on how personal a sketchbook should be? Do you want to reveal your soul
or just comment about your ideas or your images?
The choice is yours but you need to think about how much you are happy sharing with your
tutor, the assessors, your family and friends and then the outside world. There might be
different degrees of reveal for different groups. How will you control the dissemination of
information across different groups? For example, the outside world might just get selected
photos of your sketchbook on your blog. Your tutor might have the sketchbook sent to them
as a PDF but parts might be hidden in envelopes or you might use a code that only you
understand.
There is no right or wrong way to do this but you need to consider your own personal
standpoint and what your own sketchbooks will contain.
My own sketchbooks are very personal but on a quick viewing, I hope, casual observers might
not realise this. I have really ‘bad’ (creative?) handwriting so I can easily hide my words and I
often use techniques such as layering to hide phrases under each other. I also use words that
have a specific meaning to me but will probably be lacking that particular interpretation to a
viewer. I enjoy hiding things in plain sight. Sometimes my artist books will be bound so that the
hidden content is within the binding so it cannot easily be viewed. It helps me to get the words
and / or images out in the public domain but I still want them to be private.
Using the 4 mini books from Exercise 1.2 visualise ways you could hide the books, or some
of the information contained in the books. Does the content of the books, relating to ‘the
everyday’, need to be extended in some way? For example, you might need to add in some
extra markmaking or words to extend your content.
•

Research into book structures that hide elements online – here is a starter Pinterest board
www.pinterest.co.uk/emmap1619/books-with-pockets-envelopes-or-hidden-bits/

•

Draw some mock up ideas of what your structures could be like? Do they contain pockets
to put the books in to? Do they involve re-binding the book in some way so we can’t open
it?

•

Move on to doing some quick 3D tests based on your mock up ideas. Will we be able to see
part of the hidden section or none of it? You are in control of our access to the image, markmaking, type or information.
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Here are some comments from the questionnaire in response to:
‘How personal is your sketchbook? For example: Do you include personal thoughts or
imagery? Do you hide bits in your sketchbook? If so how?’

Yes, but write or draw in code especially if it’s personal.
FC

It’s very personal, it’s like a diary to me. Everything goes in there.
Julie H

It’s very personal but I do not write anything confidential in case people see it but I
don’t feel I want to show it to people.
SG

It’s mine, but it’s not secret.
Bryan Eccleshall

Nothing is hidden only my memories are often hidden in between surfaces or paint.
Anon

Art is a form of personal expression: of personal visions, comprehensions,
ideologies, etc., so mine are very personal :)
Megan D

They are all parts of me - but the most personal is the one I keep for myself.
Kat Goodwin

Personal thoughts yes. I don’t hide anything.
Roger Sidney

I do put in personal thoughts - I write in my sketchbooks a fair bit...
Heidi S

It used to be more personal. I do keep a private sketchbook which is a mixture
of written and drawn material. I’m learning to share my other books. I have been
known to draw over something that I don’t want to share.
Cal Hoy

I have 3 sketchbooks, one is course orientated, one is just for drawing anything that
appeals and one is very personal.
Maccine Jordaan

My older sketchbooks are much more personal, in that I wrote poems or things I
felt/experienced. I have stopped doing this because people will often ask to see my
sketchbook, and I rather they just saw my drawings and not my words.
Michi S
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Yes, I include some personal thoughts and imagery so I have a record of my feelings.
It includes my own code, song lyrics, prints and doodle drawings that reflects my
mood.
Andreja Arunovic

My sketchbooks are very personal to me as a lot of my work covers difficult and
painful topics. Sometimes the words and imagery I use are quite obscure and
abstract to protect myself and others. Sometimes they aren’t.
Emma Powell

It is personal as in it is about myself and my thoughts of the moment, but not
personal as in private and disallowed for others to view.
David Howard

Personal thoughts like a diary - no. Personal thoughts about ideas and concepts
- yes. I never really valued the need to make notes alongside sketches until I was
advised to do so by one of my OCA tutors. Notes (including personal thoughts)
become really useful when you are developing and experimenting as a student.
RR

It’s not as personal as a diary but it does have personal thoughts and imagery. No
there are no hidden bits.
Deirdre Ni Argain

I include thoughts in writing, sketches, visual planning. I do not hide anything I am
prepared to share with my tutor and assessors.
Dr Alan Hearsum

I don’t include personal thoughts. However, I add relevant bits of information such
as date, weather conditions, colours and so on.
Geraldine Leahy

My sketchbook is very personal, but there are no bits I think would need to be
hidden. Maybe I have not yet reached a stage or field in my development where
precautionary measures might be advisable.
Andrea Lacher-Bryk
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Assignment 1 Recording and Sharing your work
Assignment one asks you to produce a sketchbook on the theme of the everyday. Building on
the work you have already produced through the previous exercises and research tasks, this
is an opportunity to visually respond to your theme. You will record your creative responses
in a sketchbook, working in any way you like and with any media. As with my example shown
above, your sketchbook doesn’t have to be entirely finished, but can be seen as a ‘work in
progress’.
This assignment is also an opportunity to share your work with your tutor and peers by
submitting your work to your tutor for formative feedback, sharing your work on the forums,
and by joining the Everyday Sketchbook Circle and to see how others have responded to the
theme.
Finally, you are asked to reflect on the experience of assignment one in your learning log either
as a piece of writing or as a short video narrative.
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Exploring the everyday
Use your sketchbook to develop additional visual material based on ‘the everyday’ theme you
have started to explore in the exercises and research tasks. Your approach can be based on
initial observational drawings and these can then, if you want, move on to more imaginative
interpretations. For example, you might draw the space around you as you see it (observational
approach) and then move on to developing further imagery about what the space could
contain (a more imaginative approach).
This work may still focus on the place where you did the 4 initial ‘drawings’ for exercise 1.3. Are
there other aspects you would like to communicate to us about this space? If you originally
drew the location in a conventional way try ‘drawing’ it in words or communicate to us visually
how you feel about the space through colour, texture or shapes. Do you want to put notes,
objects or samples of printed ephemera from this location in your sketchbook? How will you do
this?
If there are personal aspects that you want to tackle within these ‘drawings’ then will you need
to consider if you want to hide or obscure these parts in some way? Refer back to exercise
1.4 with regards to the use of pockets, folding and binding to restrict the viewer’s access to
personal work.
There might be ‘drawings’ of a location from different viewpoints or there might be
development ‘drawings’ showing alternative layouts for a composition or illustration. There
might even be a series of marks made from the food you had for dinner, or a collection of tiny
items, as in the delicate and engaging sketchbook work of Candy Jernigan. Her sketchbooks are
a treasure trove of detailed drawings, mark making, bagged objects, assemblage and collage.
Research online ‘Candy Jernigan’ to see some of her work and sketchbooks.
Here is a starter Pinterest board about her:
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/emmap1619/candy-jernigan-artist/
The Mexican artist Frida Kahlo produced vibrant diaries exploring her everyday emotions
through self portraits and personal writing. Your interpretation of ‘the everyday’ might be
inspired by her approach. To see her work do an online search for ‘Frida Kahlo sketchbooks’.
You can put anything in your sketchbook that helps you to explore your ideas about ‘the
everyday’. You can work with any materials that help push your creative process further into
unexpected directions. It can still be the location where you did the ‘drawings’ for exercise 1.2. It
can be somewhere different if you prefer.
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The following sketchbook pages show a variety of ‘drawing’ approaches and different ways of
using the sketchbook ‘page’.

Image credit: OCA students and staff
sketchbooks, clockwise from top right:
Angela Johnson
Rosanne Wiseman
Kat Goodwin
Bryan Eccleshall
Jane Coxhill
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Recording your work
Over the next two pages are images of my sketchbooks. They are a record of how my work and
sketchbooks have changed over time. They are mostly handmade. Sometimes they reflect my
mood, who I am with or where I am. They are full of ‘mistakes’, the testing of rough ideas, media
experimentation, the development of ideas and the editing of final pieces.
They contain quite a lot of word lists, generally from a dictionary or Thesaurus, photographs,
printmaking and mock-ups. If I go to an exhibition I insert leaflets or postcards that I have
picked up. If I have a conversation about the projects I am working on I might put reminder
notes about that in my sketchbook too.
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You will need to consider your sketchbook:
• what type is it (see exercises 1.1 and 1.4 to help with this)
• will your sketchbook be physical or digital? Or a mixture of the two?
• how personal you want your work to be (see exercises 1.3 and 1.4 as a starting point for
this)
• your visual journey – what are you going to show us and how will it develop from start to
finish?
• will there even be a finish? Or will the work ask more visual questions than it answers?

Your learning log
How have you used your learning log to document your relationship with your sketchbook –
Reflect on how you have you found working in your sketchbook (see exercises 1.2 and 1.4 to
help with this).

Sharing your work
You might be nervous about this but try and see it as an opportunity for us, and other
people, to give you constructive feedback on your creative process. As tutors we value seeing
sketchbooks that are full of all sorts of visual testing of ideas. We are not expecting to see final
pieces and finished sketchbooks at this stage of the course.
You need to show your sketchbook and learning log to your tutor in order to get feedback. It
can be emailed as a series of scanned or photographed pages, or you might upload these scans
onto your online learning log. You could also use your mobile phone to video a flick through
of the pages to upload to send. Alternatively, you can physically post your sketchbook to your
tutor.
Reread the introduction for more details about how submitting assignments and receiving
feedback works.
Remember that recording your work is as much a part of your learning as producing
sketchbooks, so you can test out different ways of recording your work as you progress through
the course. Your tutor will give you feedback on what they think works best.
You may also want to share your work on the OCA forums or join in the Everyday Sketchbook
Circle.
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Sharing your work on the OCA forums
You may want to get feedback on your work from your peers. Use the OCA forums to post
examples of what you’ve been doing and support other students by providing positive
feedback and suggestions. You can access the forums via: https://discuss.oca-student.com/

‘How do you feel when other people look at your sketchbook?’
My sketchbooks... show how my thought process is or isn’t working, my tutor should
get a good view on how to direct me for the next part of the course by observing
how I am interacting with the course material. For that reason they are necessary, I
have no problem with my tutor seeing them.
Megan Cheetham

I felt a bit tentative at first, because you’re kind of baring a part of you for them to
see. The more you use your sketchbooks the more confident you become with it, and
what’s in it.
Ruth Goodwin

Red in the face. I look away and ignore what they are looking at. I’m also curious to
know what they see/think when they go through the pages. But I LOVE looking at
other’s sketchbooks.
Ana Barahona

As my sketchbooks are so personal I can feel a bit vulnerable but I feel that my
sketchbook work can connect with others so it is important for me to show them. I
also think it is relevant for my students to see that I make mistakes and for them to
see how my visual work develops. I see them as a teaching aid.
Emma Powell
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The Everyday Sketchbook Circle
This is an activity that spans the whole course. We are introducing it here so that you can begin
to make contact with other students on this unit to become part of a sketchbook circle. What
this means is that you will work collaboratively on a series of shared sketchbooks over the entire
time you are working on the unit.
This might be a completely new experience for most students but we hope you will be open to
what might come from it. There’s no problem if you don’t feel confident enough to join a circle
at this stage, you can join at any part of the course. Even if you prefer to hang on for a while
before contacting other students, via the forum, please check out this blog post now about
previous sketchbook circles here.
For you this project means that rather than having one distinct book of your own, to submit
for one specific assignment, you will have also contributed a part of a number of sketchbooks,
responding to the theme, or direction it has gone in, at the same time steering the direction
through your own contribution. It should be a fun and relaxed experience and a chance
to make contact and work collaboratively with some other students.You will submit your
reflection on this, and a summary of what you produced, for your final assignment.

How the sketchbook circle works
Each student will begin drawing in a sketchbook that they have chosen, or made. You will agree
with your circle of students to each undertake an agreed amount of space, or time, working in
the book, so you will need to make sure your choice of sketchbook has plenty of pages! Set a
start date.You might all decide to keep each book for a set amount of time before sending it on
to the next student in the circle. When they receive your book they will respond in some way to
the drawings, in your sketchbook, working on the pages following yours, before sending it to
the next person in the circle. You should at the same time receive a sketchbook from another
member of your circle and you will take up where they left off. At some point you will get your
own book back and continue drawing in it before passing it on again so that it can continue its
journey around the circle.
For this sketchbook you are free to interpret the everyday in whichever way you choose. The
circle is a way to share what you do and also to react to the way that others have interpreted
the theme. Responding to the theme of the sketchbook that you receive in this way, adding
your own sketches to it before sending it to the next person in the circle, will give you a chance
to react to other viewpoints, approaches and perspectives.
We recommend that you make contact with at least two other students on the forum as soon
as you can. Set the ball rolling. Ideally you will be actively engaged from at least the start of
assignment 2. Don’t worry if you get to this stage and you haven’t made it happen yet. It’s a
valuable project to become involved with at any stage of the course. Whenever you start it’s a
good idea to take a record of the pages you have added to other student’s books and to reflect
about your experience within your learning log.
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You will be asked to reflect on the experience of being part of a sketchbook circle at the end of
Assignment 5 and you may decide to submit your sketchbook circle book, and reflections on it
as part of that assignment.
Visit weareoca.com to read about past sketchbook circles:

The challenge is to react to something, to
exchange ideas and push work in a new direction.
Joanne Mulvihill-Allen, https://weareoca.com/subject/fine-art/sketchbook-circle/
https://weareoca.com/students/student-work/sketchbook-circle-ii/

Reflecting on your experiences
The final task for this, and all other assignments, is for you to reflect on your experiences. Use
your learning log to produce a reflective piece about the whole assignment’s body of work.
You may find it useful to consider some of these questions, based on the learning outcomes of
the module. As you think about what you have learned from this and all the remaining parts of
the course, consider what skills and understandings you will take forward, or how this part of
the course will influence the goals you set yourself when you have received tutor feedback and
feedback from other students via the forum.
•
•
•

How did your interpretation of ‘the everyday’ change as you have carried out the work for
this assignment?
Are there any aspects of the everyday that you think you would like to focus on in more
depth in future assignments?
What will you take forward from your understanding of how other artists and illustrators
use sketchbooks?

Either write a short reflective piece of reflective writing (up to around 500 words) or record a
short video or vlog narrating your reflections while showing your sketchbook. For example, by
flicking through your sketchbook and talking about it.
To end this section read the comments below in response to the question ‘What is your
relationship with your sketchbook in relation to assessment and/or showing it to your
tutor?’
So, how do your peers feel about showing their sketchbooks to their tutor? Remember, tutors
can also be students as they might be studying for an MA or PhD. So, again, some of us will
have recent, or current, experience of having to show our sketchbooks to our own tutors.
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… The tutor having visual access to the sketchbook work will be able to give
guidance, support and suggest means to improve. For me a sketchbook could
challenge the concept of what it is and be considered as the honest final outcome.
RA

Nothing hidden, I want as much feedback / shared ideas as possible.
Roger Sidney

Expectant. I want to know what they think.
Katherine Robertson

Proud because I work hard and my workbooks are the only proof of it.
Martin McGaley

Helpful when providing further insight by my peers. Embarrassed when first started
my studies.
Robin Fuller

Sometimes uneasy. This is improving.
Samantha Sharpe

I send every page, it is a valuable tool to ‘show your working’.
Katherine Robertson
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